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THE PAINTIHaS

Watercolors

For me transparent wateroolor seems a natural medium.

There are many aspeots of it that appeal to mes Its clean-

lines©, directness and clarity. It has potentialities of

drawing which I adialr® and lends itself to a rapid inquiry

not BO evident in other media, The character of the brush-

worli can b© seen, la fact is difficult to hide, and it can

be Given full use in the painting. With its combined

characteristics of drawing and painting, and with the added

charm of its directness, wateroolor has been for me a most

beneficial medium, and it is most certainly in it that I

have come nearest to achieving what is for me some manifes

tation of that spirit I would like to achieve - a spirit of
•

directness inspired by an immediate response to some aspect

of whatever I have observed. As I have used it, wateroolor

has had the character of a medium for studies, a role for

which it is well adapted. It can have the authority of

a record of a thing observed and as such more often than not,

reflects an atmosphere of confronting the situation itself.

However, despite its comparatively simple handling,

wateroolor has not alv/aya proved to be the easiest medium



for mo. Though It has groat latitude, its limitation bo-

osme evident before I had made too many excursions Into

using It. Flashy and somewhat accidental effects could be

achieved, and certainly I am not averse to a certain number

of accidents happening In my painting, as long as they do

not hinder my attempt to find In paint some equivalent for

what I might have observed in my subject. In fact I often

stumble onto material that I am able to use as a result of

the accidental, but accidental effects are not the central

reason for my painting.

In wat£=rcolor, as with no other medium that I know,

■ the first sally is the most Important. Unless one Is to

resort to all sorts of dodges, his first material put &ovm

must have some fedr approximation of his Intended final

effect. This then offers certain limitations which I feel

must be observed. The lightest object must not be covered

or els© only scrubbing or use of body color must be resorted

to. The value of the area must be closely approximated, else

the final washes will produce a dulling of the original as

It Is built. Thus I feel that I must make a rapid and

quite definite decision about one aspect of the subject.

Whereas I might decide on Its color and leave out its relative

intensity or value, I could possibly arrive at a kind of

happy result, but the decision would have to be faultless

in every respect as one local color out of key or place or

value vfould belie the total and I would have to paint an-



other hind of plcturo, doeidodly divoroad from th© material

from ̂ ieh t pjrpbrted to he palntlisg, I prefer to work in

eooh a way that leaves m® the most room to make M^ustmants

In valye, oolOr and intensity a® well as shape, slse and

dlreotion. fo do this I usually begin a painting by observ

ing the relative value of the material to b® included* With

this flmly established I proceed to paint, placing the

color in the area vdiere it seess to belong, attempting to

appi^ximat© some aspect of what I see with the palette I

have, idiether It be hi^y limited or one rich in all the

colors I - can gather. Sometimes the color areas overlap to

produce graysi sometimes they stay cleai' mid bri^t. By

keepli:^ the value of an area well in mind J can have free

dom to vary the color, and intensity and perhaps arrive at

an approximation in paint of what t have seen, this with a

directness mid, when J m successful, with such a spirit In

the brush work that the painting process Itself will have

a kind of character of its own. fhough this ©ay seem a

i-ietbod, I do not believe It has produced a manner.

the variety in the wateroolora to follow may help to

demonstrate In a somewhat chronological, way the variety

that resulted in »y att»pts to produce in paint som# fair

.approximation of those tMng.s which have interested me.

As I look back at the earlier paintings they certainly

seem "titter" than the later ones, fhe loosening up has



surely com© with a greater confidence and perhaps with a

keener sense of ohservatlon, and certainly with a greater

head-hand cooperation that results from having mad® a great
%

number of paintings. It is ay hop® that with each painting

I will have been able to approach it in such a way, as a

study, that the succeeding ones will benefit from the ones

I hav® palnt®d before.
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Oils

The fluid Qu^lty of wateroolor certainly points a

way of working in oil, a medium which I haT© fought and

found unpleasant. Th© resinous painting media, dirty rags,

overloaded supply list, th© difficulty of application and

removal, and th© general building up which denies a rapid

realization of an immiediate idea have mad© this medium on©

with which I was totally unprepared to oope. In it th©

word "problem** certainly has a use. Tiie stretch of th©

canvas, its ground, th© paint itself, are to be reckoned

with, and their peculiarities avoided only at th© risk of

disaster.

To deal with its problems and at th© same time leave

myself th© possibilities of producing an Immediate kind of

painting, lacking in labored fumbling which results in a

filled-up look, I have tried to approach painting in oils

much as I approach watercolora. In a wateroolor, for ex

pediency and convenience, I paint around th© paper, using

th© color loaded on the brush where it appears to occur in

th© subject. In watercolors this distribution has a dual

effect: its placement aids in unifying the painting and

can be used in drawing by being placed in a definite

relationship to some particular spot, on the object, be-



tw©«n it and its background (outline) or on Its baokground»

fhls distribution allo^fs one color to dry before aaotber ii

washed OT@r it, preserving the clarity of the color, and

producing clear color in the overlapping areas, Ihis color

application in washes has certainly aided In my appreciation

of oils as a medium. However, t realla® that when 1 am

working an oil medium I a® not working with wateroolors,

that there are 'possibilities in it that are denied the other,

Sie 'aovesient from thin to thick in most paintings. X admire

has a kind of lasnedlacy that provides an approximation to

that freshness I like In many drawings, fills variety once

achieved is easily lost, ©specially in a small canvas, and

the finishing up, especislly of detail, often results in

a loss of a feeling of unity or ton®. Isolation and em

phasis camot but deny any hop® for the kind of unity that

is predicated upon the assumption that the total painting

is important, fhls pitfall requires a constant removal.,

scraping, and opening u,p of areas overpalnted or painted

in such an unpleasant way, whether in manner of application,

color, value or intensity in order to maintain the freshne.ss

and openness that I prefer in my painting. Paraphrasing

Whistler t would say that while there Is canvas there Is hope.
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THE DEAWXMm

The longer X mrk in either painting medium the more

conaolous 1 become of the pov/erful influence drawing has

upon th€Ha, In wateroolors it is most evident, as I have

said, since the actual drawing is done with the color in

the painting pre cess, but in using oil the problem of pre

serving the original material jput do^m is a real one and on®

must be at pains to preserve it. By worlcing directly in such

a way that each color serves a dual function, both as color

and drawing, more of the spontaneity and immediacy of the

wateroolor and drawing can be preserved in the painting.

Oorrections can be made more easily as they, will not destroy

a finish upon which an aberration will be noticed. With an

open manner of application so handled that though it may

seem casual is actually quite deliberate, the response to

en Immediate decision, the drawing in a painting can be

given emphasis I now feel it deserves.

At the beginning of the project I was not as concerned

with drawing# Hov/ever, as a result of my two years vrorh,

especially that of the past few months, I bave come to think

that I should have called the project a Series, of Drawings.

PaintlnKS, LithofraBhs ̂  ̂osaips, for it is the factor of

drawing that holds the key to my understanding the fundament



tal similarities and dlfferenoes aiSKsag them.

In drawing, bo'^ line and wash and combination, % find

that the actual limitations of the medium give me great

freedom. Once color is added new problems arise which re

strict rather than free. In wateroolors I feel freest with

one or tw colors; in lithography, while I like some colored

prints, I prefer the monoohrones because my resources are

tried in the limitation to push the monoohromatio range as

far as I can in approximating color# This is one reason

for the limited number of colored prints in my project. In

the oils there are few which are not dominated in some way

by on© color. This limitation brings freedom rather than

restriction, calling upon ay resourcefulness to do what I

can with what I have, and forces me to explore the possi

bilities of the material at hand rather than making use of

the most obvious aspect of the full range of an unlimited

number of colors.

Thus I feel that drawing, with its simplicity and

llraltatlons, has offered the challeng© in the meeting of

which I have been able to gain insist into the possi

bilities of other media.







THE LITHOQHfkFHS

Lithography, llko watoroolors, seoiae to to# a natural

ffisdlum'for m®, I lik© it for sOToral reasons that I m

aurar® of, tout I m sure that it is the happy toaXano© be

tween the art and craft that keeps the mediins a constant

challmge. I could, as many hare done, concern myself with

only the craft, and could possltoly find «tou^ challenge

to keep me busy throu^ a happy lifetlaie. Or I could

possibly to© the and blindly ignore the craft. It

seems to me that this wold toe not just unfortunate tout

literally disastrous as I would surely end with a lost

dravAnE and hurt feelings.

The limitations of the craft are stimijlatins rather

than limiting, once they are understood and worked \fith

rather than against.

Grinding stones is hard vrorlc, tout it must to© done

correctly or els© a bad print or no print at all will com©
m

of the drawing. As in wateroolor, in a sense what is done

first will leave a tell-tale mark on the final product. In

fact, drawing on a stone has many characteristics akin to

watercolorings It Is a built-up process, whites must toe

preserved, hesitancy is hard to hide, and mistalces sre haM

to correct. Once they are down, though not completely ir

revocable, the first tones will affect the final drawing.



Thon^Xt s wat©rcolor the darkest dark majr 'b® putt in with

©onfldene®, to do this on a stone pj^vides a kind of ohstaol®

to all the tones to h® down later, as any pat over it

will do nothing TOr® than smear It or oreat® a kind of

shadow or halo around it* I hsv® found it ®::^pedlmt to work

from light tones and build up to dark ones as with water

oolor, thou#i my inclination is to "be in hast© to get the

darks and in doing so get a mottled ©ffeot where the rapid

drawing picks up bits of crayon, baring the stone to the

effects of the acid*

In few rea-peots can the craft be denied* Learning

the fundamentals of it say never make a lithosrapher of

®# but the Icnowledge of them is certainly the ingredient

by I'diich 1 may make a good lithograph, without which the

original intention I mt^t have had m>uld probably be hope

lessly, Irredeemably lost.
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THE KOSAXaS

I 13©11OT® tliat mosaic has ©xcollsnt possiblliti®® -ft®

& medium for mafeias farther studj of those thiags that

laterost It ps^Tldes sh®at raag® of oolor, hut

unlike paint, the value, intensity, and hue of eaoh color

ar© constant. In fact, to aohiev© variety with this limi

tation is on© of the problems in the mediam. The problem

of scale, which haunts on© constantly in painting and

lithography, is automatically talten car© of by the very

phy^M^'%hape and sise of the tessarae. But monotony can

result and once a scale Is set, I feel almost imm^iately

that a variety must be produced somehow# X have tried to

achieve this by various means. A color broken by varying

the shapes in it talces on one kind of variety, but by

turning to tdiat I have tried In other media X used the

idea of holding a value and varying the color. Xhis seems

to have been the isa^or method ̂ ployed by the mosaioist of

the Bysantlne. In this manner one can establish a color

climate in one area and while,It is dominated by one hue,

others can be introduced to heighten, clash with or compli

ment the color area#

I am quit® aware that I have not done as much work in

it to mslc© more than the most tentative statements about

mosaic. In fact, I have done so little that my appetite for



it has 'beezi wh0tt©d and what I have don© merely a tantaliz

ing hors a*o0uvr@ that promises better things to come. The

endless possibilities of combining "foimd things" with made

and bou^t things to get a variety in the tessera© could

hardly be other than exciting. The craft of doing it has

its ovm challenges and, as with lithograph|', is part of

the charm of the medium.

To get a maximum of flexibility 1 have worked on paper,

moving the tesserae around to suit myself. This has given

me the neatest freedom of movement of any method I Imow, a

bit akin, somewhat, to the placement of the color spot in

painting, except that the tessera© can be more easily moved

than the color spot which must be scrubbed out or scraped'

off.

In painting on© can overlook the problem of soalet re-

lative sizes of brush stroke, relationship of color area to

oolor area, or brush stroke and color area to the total

painting, but to overlook seal© In mosaic is literally

impossible since each color spot has a very palpable physi

cal ©xist«ice and any effective change is the result of a

major physical effort on the part of the mosalcist. It Is

©specially in respect to scale that my work in mosaic has

influenced my attitude in painting and drawing, I feel

that the scale of my work in the other media hs^ been more

consciously manipulated as the result of my having to be

most conscious of scale in mosaic.



1 ia,av@ laeti b©©n as careful as en© "b© In observins

tim results ot wMte spaces- in mj wateroolors, drawinss or

lithographs. Often they were simply left over, only to

oospet© with whatevsr whit© object I might b© trying

paint. The obtest would then take on a kind of left-over*

unpainted look ̂ d the white of It function as a part of the

other unpainted areas which float behind all the colors.

In mosaic the white shape cannot be isnored since it

he-e to be built just as any other color. I worked from a

rather open watercolor in order to compare the attitude one

mi.^t take in another medium "vrlth that taken when the water-

color was made. In dolJi^ the mtercolor I was determined to

keep the painting as open as ixsssible-, and to use a minimum

of bulldins-up. As I had no whit© shape to retain a® an

object, 1 felt justified in leaTlng the tuipainted areas for

the color to work against. In working from the watercolor

in mosaic I was made very aware of the actual shape of the

white areas since they had to be built In the isosaic, rather

th-an- left as they were in the watercolor.

In mosaic the function of the drawing becoiies very

clear. Hopes of preserving a direction by having a change

of value or color along a given axis or direction will be

da-shed unless the tesserae are careful.ly kept in their

original positions. If the drawing is to be picked up with

a line, that line must be built and has the peculiarly

mosaic quality of three djmienslonal actuality.
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